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The Point Association
The Point Association is a group of
neighbors working together to improve the quality of life in our neigh-'
borhood by getting to know each
other; preserving our historic heritage;
maintaining the Point's residential
character; beautifying our parks,
streets, and piers; and promoting pubHc policies that strengthen all of Newport's neighborhoods.
COVER: Photo from The Green Ught archives.

Alice Clemente
Miles Chandler
Tom Goldrick
Marcia Mallory
Donna Maytum

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OFFICERS
President, Isabel Griffith
849-6444
First Vice-President, Andy Lavarre
339-7189
Second Vice-President, Tom Kennedy
849-8893
Recording Secretary, Matthew Tupper
619-0137
Corresponding Secretary, Peter Tea
847-5467
Treasurer, George R. (Jeff) Marshall
847-9979
Meetings are generally scheduled for the first Monday of the
month and are open to Association members.

For those who may have missed them, I would like
to call the attention of our readers to two newspaper articles that appeared this past April. A Newport
Daily News article (4/3/08) spoke at length about
Myra Duvally, founder of the Secret Garden Tour,
benefactor of the arts in Newport's public schools,
and recipient in 2008 of the Daily News's Community Service Award. On June 12, at Rosecliff, Myra
Duvally will also be awarded the Preservation Society of Newport County's Laurel Award for Horticulture.
On April 2, it was Florence Archambault who was
highlighted in Newport This Week. An active volunteer in numerous community organizations that benefit both youth and senior citizens, Florence
Archambault is also a writer and former editor of
the Green Ught. One of her best stories, she told the
interviewer, "was about a Miss Paul who in the early
1900s went out in her row boat to save two men
whose boat had capsized."
Our congratulations to both of these distinguished
women.

Please call Isabel for time, date, and location.

Copies of The Green Light may he purchased for $1.00 at
Bucci's Convenience Store, Poplar at Thames.
The Green Ught
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PRESIDENT'S LETTER
On May 5th one thousand copies of the book commemorating fifty years of the Green Light -'Bulletin of the Point
Association were delivered to Newport. At our regukr monthly meeting of the Executive Committee we had a
chance to see our book for the first time. It is WONDERFUL! It's everything we hoped it would be and much
more. So much history is tied to our neighborhood; the book makes that clear. This week our Marketing
Committee will meet to brainstorm about distribution, sales and publicity. This summer will be an exciting
time on the Point!
We owe the successful completion of the "book" project to our Green Light editor, Alice Clemente. She
presented the original idea to the Point Board. Her cool assurance throughout almost weekly meetings when
the book was being written, edited and proofed never left us in doubt that we would succeed. As she was
working with inexperienced amateurs, Alice had every right to feel impatience and frustration. But, although
she did push us firmly to "get on with the job," she was always encouraging and listened to all our ideas before
making her own informed decisions. Thank you, Alice; you are the best! We are very proud of your book.

On May 1st Alice and I received a letter from Kay O'Brien announcing her official retirement from twenty-five
years on the Green Light staff. For those twenty-five years Kay has been a devoted contributor to our bulletin.
Her creative ideas and writing have seldom missed an issue and you will see her work throughout the pages of
the book. Most valuable to the Point Association has been her oversight and storage of the complete Green
Light archives. She supervised the Salve Regina interns who transferred all the print copies to computer disc.
But, in addition to Green Light copies, Kay's archives contain a wealth of pictures, clippings and other collectibles from Newport's history. When I was doing research for the book on an essay about Point gardens, I
sat for hours in Kay's house going through her files. What a treat! Especially when she was right there to
answer all of my "Do you remember?" and <:cWho is in this picture?" questions. Her advice about the essay was
invaluable; I really could not have done it without her.
Kay's archives will be stored at Harbor House, but I happen to know there is more than one copy of almost
everything. I do believe she will keep that second archive for herself, just as she should. It is such fun to visit
Kay and hear her memories of the Point. She always has some interesting opinions about the "goings on" in
Newport. Nothing much gets past Kay. Although her retirement is "official" we hope she will continue to be
an "unofficial" resource for all of us who work on the Green Light. The success of the publication owes much
to Kay O'Brien.

KITTY CORNER CAT CLINIC
845-VETS(8387)
Dr. Deb Harris, DVM
Complete veterinary care for cats
Routine surgery (spay / neuter) • Wellness visits, vaccines
Dentistry • X- ray and full lab • Oncology and chemotherapy
Quality care at reasonable prices
Across from Friends Meeting House on the corner of Dr. Marcus
Wheatland Bivd and Marlborough St, with ample parking
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A REPRIEVE
FOR THE PLANT SALE!
As the Green Ught was about to go to press with a lament for the demise of this long-standing Point tradition, we received welcome news. May 10 brought with
it not only a very successful 2008 sale — every single
plant was sold — but the good news that generous souls
had emerged to assure the Plant Sale's continuity. We
decided to go on with our pkn to reprint two items from
the April 1981 issue. The first of these is an article entitled "The Business of Spring"; the other, a drawing by
Mabel Watson that accompanied the announcement of
the 1981 sale. David Robbins began his article with the
first Point plant sale.
"In May of 1959, the Eccles' garden seemed to be especially lovely, and the apple tree and pink dogwoods were
in bloom. What a fine setting for the first of what has
become our annual Plant Sale.
Henry and Isabelle Eccles knew of the need for some financial encouragement for the then infant The Green Light,

and so set their course. Neighbors were invited to morning coffee in their yard, and were asked to bring a plant
or two, the sale of which was to benefit the publication.
The Plant Sale's early years maintained that purpose.
The unpriced plants (It's more "business-like" now,
Isabelle told me.) were sold by the honor system. When
"a dime or a quarter" was dropped into the basket, a
bell on a model of the real green light rang out — about
$35 worth. Imagine the tolling on that pleasant spring
day on the Bay 22 years ago.
Coffee at that first gathering was served by Mrs.
Tuckerman, still of Washington Street, and it and pastries were passed by Carl Thorpe. Mrs. Hale, then the
matron at the home for the aged at Cherry Street, was
in attendance with some of her ladies who sat under
the trees. The Burke sisters began their unblemished
record with that first year, too. Nuns from down the
street also came to enjoy what for many years continued to be primarily a neighborhood affair.
In those early years, post card invitations were sent to
Association members and signs were placed in the Point
groceries. Before the Sale's beneficiary became less specific, Carrie Erickson had provided a hooked rug of
the green light as a raffle prize. Dorothy Manuel also
donated some of her flower paintings to help swell
the proceeds.
Mr. Spooner was the first professional gardener to donate greenery, and continued to be "very good to the
Plant Sale for many years." Joe Sullivan also was instrumental by eliciting contributory support from the
Horticultural Society. For many years, coffee and refreshments have been served by Rose Favier, and, of
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course, Bill Fullerton's yearly effort has always been a
boon. With all of that help, the Eccles these days simply
"unlock the cellar door" and then relax and enjoy the
morning.
Isabelle described one fascinating result of the many Plant
Sales (of which only two have been forced inside); we
are now the guardians of a unique heritage. Through the
springtime auspices of this yearly event in the driveway
on Pine Street, many plants and shrubs have had cousins and offspring scattered to gardens all over the Point.
Carrie's calendulas certainly come quickly to mind, as
does the Eccles' sweet woodruff.
I am proud to live in a neighborhood that nourishes such
a wonderful tradition. I hope you are, too. Let us all ensure that our Plant Sale will continue to bring friends
together on sunny spring Saturdays."
David Robbins' sentiments appear to have found an echo
on the Point this May. Our thanks go out to our new
volunteers and to all those hardworking individuals who
have carried the burden these many years, most recently
Isabel Griffith and Marcia Mallory.

Photo byjane Hence
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A WALK ALONG THE EASTERN
EDGE OF THE POINT
Compiled by Christine Montanaro
As you cross America's Cup to the eastern side of our
Point neighborhood, you can begin your walk by first
stopping at William Ellery Park where Thames and
Farewell meet. As many of you may know, the area at
the head of Thames Street is where a liberty Tree was
dedicated in 1767 by Newport patriots to celebrate the
repeal of the Stamp Act Newport's Liberty Tree was a
large beautiful buttonwood tree. It was the second of its
kind that was dedicated in the Colonies. (Boston had dedicated one several years earlier.) For years, celebrations were
held on March 18th to commemorate the repeal of the
Stamp Act Now, two trees and many years kter, a Fernleaf
beech is standing tall in the park In more recent years, a
parade to the tree tookpkce on May 4th to celebrate Rhode
Island's independence from England.
Heading down Thames, you should note that the
houses on the eastern side as far south as Cozzen's Court
are still on their original foundations. The first stop is
34 Thames Street Originally built in 1745, the Stevens
House was restored by Miss Muriel Case in 1955. Miss
Case was one of the first neighbors with the vision of
restoration in the area of upper Thames. Miss Case restored the home with the help of Charles Lamar of
New York, an interior decorator and consultant to the
Historic Newport Reproduction program. Many design
features from the 18th century were included, such as
Chinese green woodwork and green and yellow floral
curtains with designs typical of the time. Two of the
fireplaces used in the restoration had been purchased
by the Preservation Society of Newport County in anticipation of the kind of restoration undertaken by Miss
Case. Her house was among the few that were showcased in the 1965 house tour by the Restoration Foundation and will undergo renovations in the near future.
The next stop is 36 Thames. Built before 1745, it was
originally owned by Richard Roas. After passing through
many hands, the house was acquired by William Covell
in 1829. William -Covell and his partner, William F.
Smith, had a shop at the comer of Long Wharf and
Washington Street where they were successful boat
builders. Probably the most famous owner of 36

Thames was Ade Bethune. In 1940, Ade purchased the
house from W King Covell. The back yard extended nearly
to Farewell Street and provided a wonderful garden for
the family. Ade's mother continued her business of laces
and lingerie from the third floor of their house. Her father
worked as a chemist on the first floor. The family lived on
the second floor. Ade once reminisced that while she
worked as an apprentice at the John Stevens Shop across
the street, she would listen for a bell that the mother would
ring to announce lunch. Present owners Phil Mosher and
Christine Montanaro continue to reap the benefits of the
rich soils that Ade nourished.
Stop next at 44 Thames Street which is now owned by
the Dickison family. This early colonial was built by Job
Bennet, Sr. The Bennet house is a three room over three
room style with six fireplaces. The major fireplace in the
original kitchen has a large walk-in with curved corners.
It has been a tradition for the DicHsons to cook Christmas Eve dinner in the fireplace. A slow fire is stoked while
family members remain at watch throughout the day. A
modem kitchen was added at the rear of the house in the
1980s, but the Christmas Eve tradition continued.
In the earliest days, Job owned a shop on the lot next to
his house. The shop showcased a variety of goods. In the
1800s, the shop was torn down and replaced by a high
Victorian structure. The building occupied the entire lot
Job and his family were Tories, and this corner was called
Tory's Corner. There is a painting of the house with the
original shop at the Newport Historical Society.
If you cross Thames, you can take a break at Arnold
Park named in honor of the dedicated Pointers Mr. and
Mrs. Harold P. Arnold. The park was dedicated on July
22, 1971 and a plaque designating the Historic District
of Newport as a National Historic Landmark was placed
at the corner of the park.
Now look west and you will see 3 Bridge Street owned
by Richard Nelson and Jim Michael. They bought the
then-called George Burdick House in 1967 from a New
York woman who was going to "fix up" the bathrooms
and publicize them to show how one could update a
colonial house and make it contemporary. Richard and
Jim later learned that George Burdick was a mid-19th
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DO THE MATH AND SAVE SOME
REAL MONEY
by Pieter Rocs, Newport Restoration Foundation
I want to sell you some windows. Unlike many big companies that are also trying to sell you windows, the ones I
want you to buy into are your own. I can't tell you that
my product will cost you nothing — repairs cost money —
but I will promise that it will be less than my competition.
This thought started when I recently saw a commercial
suggesting that replacement windows would save loads
of cash on heating. It's a nice concept but the logic is
shaky. The math is so flawed that it defies reason and
the fact that anyone swallows their marketing is downright amazing.
Before we go further., a word from your preservationist:
the old windows in your house are one of its primary
character-defining features. If you get rid of them, your
house will lose much of its authenticity. End of argument. Let's get on with the savings part, which is why
you tuned in to begin with.
I will admit, windows are a cause of heat loss in a house.
Any window, whether it is two months old or two hundred years
old causes heat loss. Even the best and newest windows
are going to cost you money — if you don't like it, live in
a house without windows.
Do the math on a window project. Even the best (and
most expensive) replacement windows will only save you
about $50 per month. Even then they only will do that
in the coldest five months of the year and will save that
much only if your current windows are truly dreadful.
This is a savings of about $250 per year.
Now consider the real cost of the replacement windows,
the 500 pound gorilla in the room that the window company forgot to tell you about: The average two story
house has about twenty-four windows. Decent quality
replacement windows are between $500-1,000 installed
which is a total of $12,000-24,000 to do the whole
job...and you're going to save $250 a year???

before you pay off the project and start to see a "savings". Even if you are alive then, statistics say you probably will have sold the house long since, so you are really passing the "savings" on to future owners and I think
that is not why you undertook the project. This also
assumes that your new windows will be of a quality
equal to the originals, which may not be the case.
Now some good news. The fact is that you can save
money on your heating bill. Any of the following could
save you more that $50 a month:
1. Lower your thermostat to 68 degrees (cost: free)
2. Buy a programmable thermostat (cost: $60)
3. Tune your furnace (cost: $150)
4. Buy a high efficiency burner for your furnace (cost:
under $1,000)
5. Buy a whole new furnace (cost: $7,000)
Most people would laugh if I suggested that they buy
a new $7,000 furnace in order to save $50 a month on
their heating bill, yet most of us nod our heads wisely
about the far higher cost of replacement windows. The
funny thing about my list is that nothing on it has anything to do with windows. Those ads won't tell you
that one of the least cost efficient ways to save on heating is to throw gobs of money at your windows.
So why do we have this strange concept that replacement is better? Pretty simple — there are a lot of companies out there with very big marketing budgets that,
like me, want to sell you some windows. Theirs cost
more. It's much cheaper to repair or tune the ones
you've got.

ARNOLD ART STORE & GALLERY

Unless my calculator is broken, that's about 48 years
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Plant a. little creativity into your life

2IOThamesSt. Newport~847-2273

COASTERS HARBOR ISLAND
by Tom Kennedy
A recent visit to the Naval War College Museum to see
the "Great White Fleet" exhibit provoked in me an interest in the history of the museum building and the
island on which it stands. Kay O'Brien, a fellow museum visitor, was kind enough (as ever) to provide me
with some background material, which served as the
basis for this brief sketch of the island's history.
Coasters Harbor Island received its name from Nicholas Easton and his son, Peter, both of whom spent the
night of April 30, 1639 on its shores. Having traveled
from Portsmouth by boat, they continued south the
following day to the main island, there to play their
role in founding the town of Newport. Several years
later, in 1658, the chief sachem of the Narragansett
Bay Indians, Caganaquant, sold both Goat Island and
Coasters Harbor Island to Benedict Arnold and John
Greene. Arnold later assumed sole possession of the
properties and deeded them to the town of Newport
in 1673 for the sum of 10 pounds.

pital structures succeeded each other as the need arose.
Then, in 1819, a short distance from the hospital, the
cornerstone was laid for the Newport Asylum, whose
original purpose was to house the poor, feeble minded
and insane in decent quarters, to eliminate the wretched
almshouse in town and the system of pensions or stipends for the poor, and to free the streets of Newport
from undesirables and beggars. Opened for occupancy
in 1822, this building was to undergo many transformations and uses during its subsequent history. On June 8,
1860, a fire destroyed the old hospital on the island, unoccupied at the time. An inmate of the Asylum, who
was subsequently apprehended, set the fire. "For 62 years,
the city used [the Asylum] as a form of debtor's prison,
where those too poor to pay their bills were sent. Residents worked on the house's farm, which encompassed
much of the 92-acre island." (Baker)

In July of 1716 the town of Newport appointed a committee to build a hospital on Coasters Harbor Island.
The main purpose of this project appears to have been
to provide a place for the care of the unfortunate victims of smallpox. During subsequent years various hos-

On June 20, 1867, the commissioners of the [asylum] made their official annual visit. Chairman William A. Sherman awarded all the credit for the good
order and cleanliness of the building and surrounding premises to the keeper and matron, Mr. and
Mrs. William a. Whaley, "whose equals in that respect he believed could not be found in New England," reported The Daily News.
On that visit, the asylum was caring for 52 people.
The commissioners viewed clean and well-ventilated
rooms. The rooms were comfortably furnished with
feather beds. It also was learned that
the best of care and medical attention was provided.
After an hour of inspecting the main
building and the grounds, the visitors were treated to a meal of
doughnuts and milk. The side dishes
of cold ham, dried beef, brown and
white bread, butter and cheese, with
the exception of the wheat of which
the flour was made, were from the
I asylum's farm. (Panaggio)

Continued on Page 17
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THE REDWOOD LIBRARY AND
ATHENAEUM

prietors who own shares and pay an annual assessment and Subscribers who pay an annual fee.

by Ed Madden

The Redwood soon outgrew its original space and over
the years there were several additions, all in keeping
with its historic nature. Abraham Redwood's initial
purchase of 751 books in 1749 has grown to a collection numbering more than 155,000 volumes. In keeping with the concept of an athenaeum, besides the
vast and valuable book collection (many kept in a basement vault for safekeeping) there is a decorative arts
collection of fine furniture appropriate to the 18th and
19th centuries and a painting and sculpture collection
featuring innumerable fine portraits and some original
Gilbert Stuart masterpieces. Not to be missed is the
famous Fernleaf Beech tree in the front lawn — planted
in 1835 and considered one of the finest specimens
of its kind in America. It anchors a small arboretum
of linden, maple, oak, cherry, elm and sycamore trees
scattered throughout charming grounds which feature
a garden aU.ee and summer house.

Newport — small city or big town? — has a great, recently
enlarged, people friendly municipal library and the world
class Redwood Library and Athenaeum. Any other city/
town would be happy to have just one. We have two!
I am going to talk about the Redwood. It is called an
Athenaeum after Athena — the Greek goddess of wisdom. The dictionary describes an athenaeum as "a sanctuary of Athena at Athens built by the Roman Emperor
Hadrian and frequented by poets and men of learning."
It is also defined as "an institution for the promotion of
literary or scientific learning, a library or reading room."
House Dictionary}
The Redwood was established before the birth of the
United States! In 1747, Abraham Redwood, a Quaker
merchant in Newport, donated 500 pounds British Sterling for the purchase of books "suitable for a publick
library." A 46 member body of local merchants and educated citizens donated funds for the construction of a
library building and one member donated the land. Peter
Harrison, considered America's first trained architect, was
hired to design the building. Newport at this time was
one of the major seaports in the struggling country. It
was decided that a building worthy of Newport's prestige should be built and Peter Harrison chose a neo-classical, Palladian design — the first such building in the
country. The front of the Redwood, the building's grand
facade, with four Doric columns, looks out on Bellevue
Avenue. The structure is made of cut stone — right?
Wrong! In a technique called "rustication", pine wood
planks were beveled and fitted together to imitate the
appearance of stone. Sort of a trompe 1'oeil architectural trick.
The Redwood opened in 1750 and has been in continuous operation ever since, except for the three years during the Revolutionary War when the British troops occupied the building. Fortunately, they didn't burn it — which
is more than can be said for many other sites. The Redwood remains the oldest surviving lending library in the
country. It is a "membership library" composed of Pro-
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So what does the Redwood have to offer Pointers?
The building is open to the public seven days a week
and most programs, exhibits, and special events are
FREE! The library is independent, receiving no government subsidies, and is supported by the patrons
and members who use it Membership is open to anyone and yearly dues are relatively modest — $100 for
a household, $70 for an individual for circulation.
If you are not familiar with the Redwood, the best
way to get acquainted is to take a free tour offered
Monday through Friday at 10:30 am by one of the
delightful, friendly staff. You will be amazed at the
charm and beauty of this gorgeous building. The Reading Room described as the heart of the library will
entice you to pull up a comfortable lounge chair and
lose yourself in any number of newspapers, magazines
and periodicals at your beck and call. The Harrison
Room is where you will return again and again for fascinating lectures by writers describing their newly released books (available at discounted prices and personally autographed for you). Other speakers with
special expertise in a vast array of subjects from the
Naval War College to arts and music are featured sev-
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cluded) gave
amusing and
colorful information
about his
outfit and
the life of an
American
Patriot during the Revolution.

HARBOR HOUSE NEWS
GENEALOGY GROUP
by Liz Mathinos
When Catherine
Radcliffe moved
into Harbor House
last year, she immediately joined in and
became a moverand-shaker to improve the library and
gardens, and positive changes occurred. Then she
mentioned her great
interest in genealogy
and with like-interested residents started an informal group to research
family history. At the first meeting, she passed out
sheets to chart our immediate relatives and explained
how to use sources to gather information. Catherine
showed us the book she had made with her genealogical information with portraits and many of her ancestors' stories that she had learned — some of the fame
of her forebears but also some of the tragedies. Each
person had an interesting story to tell about how she/he
had collected material for her/his family history. Ongoing meetings are planned to learn how to use the internet
to research material to add to each family history.

Following a buffet luncheon, Sheila Dolloff Peckham
gave a slide talk, "Putting the Pieces Together", on her
experience in researching her family history for admittance to the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Andrew Boisvert and Patricia Long demonstrated how
land evidence records could assist in finding information about relatives. The forty-six members who attended
were delighted with Harbor House, its history and beautiful view of the Bay, and plan to have other meetings
here in the future. For information, the RIGS website is
www.rigensoc.org.

RHODE ISLAND
GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY (RIGS)
With this new interest, imagine how welcome it was
to learn that the RI Genealogical Society had asked
Steve Ostiguy if a meeting could be held at Harbor
House, on Saturday, April 5th with any interested residents invited to attend. The day-long event was informative about colonial life in Newport during the
American Revolution from the British soldier's point
of view (in a lecture by Don Hagist). Surprisingly,
one of the attendees learned about one of his ancestors who fought on the British side.
John Currier (picture in full soldier regalia, musket in-
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Chuck DiTucci
Landscape Gardener
Middletown, RI
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To Our Environment
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quality of life and town seem to provide a pleasant
balance to Guy Weston's days. Clearly a man who loves
his job, he can be found in his office early and
late, often past regular City Hall closing time.

ABOUT GUY WESTON:
a Newport story
by Jane Hence
Guy Weston and I sat together
in his City Hall office, a comfortably cluttered space with a
large desk and equally expansive work table, both surfaces
partially covered with papers,
drawings, books and other interesting stuff. This is the first
time I have met Newport's Zoning Officer and, as I will
soon learn, he is as perfect a fit for the various aspects of
his job as any individual could be.
Guy was born in Newport Hospital and returned home
to 19 Elm Street. He has lived on the Point and at various other nearby addresses (Cross St., Warner St. & Corne
St.) during his growing up years, Mumford School, Thompson and Rogers. This immersion in Newport, combined with Guy's sense of curiosity and inquiry, supplied
comprehensive geographic and cultural knowledge which
would provide the perfect basis for his next career following the twenty-three years in the Army Reserves where he
received his Certificate in Engineering at Ft. Belvoir. When
he returned home (Newport, of course), he learned of a
drafting position with the Planning Department, applied
for and was then offered the job and he has been there
ever since. From the original drafting work, he proceeded,
in 1975, to the Zoning Division and then, in 1987, to his
current position in charge of Zoning.
Guy Weston clearly loves his work and when I asked
him what he liked best, his answer was immediate. He
greatly enjoys, I could say loves, the wide diversity of
people he meets and interacts with and the equally wideranging sets of problems he encounters. Situations that
come before him can run from the less dire and often
rather unusual, such as pigeon-droppings on a driveway
provided by the aforementioned birds living in neighboring house's eaves, to more serious and far-reaching decisions and issues, such as proposed multimillion dollar
developments. The latter of course involve many departments, experts, meetings, pros and cons made clear
and can take many months or years. This array of issues,
substantive and less so, but all having bearing on the
2008 SUMMER

I also asked Mr. Weston what he liked least about
his work and again, there was no hesitation in
answering: people who intend to mislead in presenting plans for projects and who do not do what
they have promised to do. Such errant ways always arrive, sooner or later, in Municipal Court.
Guy met his wife, Kim, at Mt. Olivet Baptist
Church, on Thames, where they were married
some time later. They obtained land on Elm Street,
and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Weston moved a house from
Edward Street onto their new but empty lot and they
have lived there ever since. Their two daughters, Jennifer and Jessica, grew up there. This is a lovely image: to have one's daughters grow up next door to where
their father did.
Guy and Kim Weston have had their grandchildren living with them at two different times. Their daughter
Jennifer and her husband live in Texas and both are in
the service. In 2001, Jennifer, a staff sergeant, was
sent overseas as was her husband, but to different countries. The second extended visit of the Weston grandchildren, Ebony and Curtis, occurred in February 2007,
when both their parents were sent to Iraq. It is a very
nice thing to be able to report that both parents are
safely back home in Texas with their children. The
other Weston daughter, Jessica, lives in Newport.
Happy reminiscences about the mom-and-pop stores,
which Guy misses, provide part of the Newport tapestry that is part of his affection for his city. He remembers most clearly the Walnut Market and another
on Van Zandt, on the right, between Second and Third.
I suspect he wishes, along with probably many others,
that they were still here.
Guy Weston is a man who knows what he likes and
pursues it; and when he gets there, he stays. This
glimpse of his philosophy and character is evident in
his decisions and choices, in conversation and the story
of his life. He seems supremely fitted to his responsi-
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CASINO THEATRE RETURNS?
by Jane March!
A recent article in the Newport Daily News trumpeted
the information that there are plans afoot to restore and
re-open the old Casino Theatre, a long dormant appendage of the Newport Casino complex on Bellevue Avenue. But how many of you have ever been to the Casino Theatre or even know where it is located?
Of course those of us who can boast of being "a certain age" can answer "yes" to both of these questions,
whereas those who are younger or relative newcomers
to the area (here less than 20 years?) might wonder just
what we are talking about, since today the reputation of
the Newport Casino is so closely identified with the International Tennis Hall of Fame and its allied events
and activities.
It wasn't always so. Back in the late nineteenth century,
when Newport had begun to attract the newly rich as a
fashionable venue for escaping the summer heat, the
flamboyant editor of the New York Herald, James Gordon Bennett, conceived the idea of constructing a clubhouse that would cater to the social, intellectual, athletic and entertainment needs of both this society and
the town at large. It was quite an ambitious project.
After purchasing the old Brooks estate in 1879 to serve
as the site of the new clubhouse and environs, he enlisted the talents of well-known architects Stanford
White and Charles McKim to design and oversee its
construction the following year, 1880. The grounds are
quite deep, running from the Casino's distinctive and
well-known entrance on Bellevue Avenue, back to
Freebody Street, where the theatre is situated. All the
amenities of Bennett's grandiose scheme are contained
in between: from the private rooms originally designed
for club members (who paid an annual fee) in the building on Bellevue, to the horseshoe piazza, croquet court,
various grass courts, including the main one and stadium. Even though certain facilities were open only to
club members (billiard room, card room, reading room
and the like), from the beginning most of the other facilities were open to the public for an admission (or a
usage) fee to such events as concerts, dances, theatre
performances, tennis, bowl-ing, and so on. In 1881, the
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Casino hosted the first national tennis tournament,
where it remained until
1915.

The theatre in particular
provided a 500-seat capacity, with the seats removable in order to convert to
a ballroom, where dances
were held, usually either
subscription dances or
honoring a specific event,
such as "in honor of the
Yacht Squadron." Records
from the 1880s reveal that
recitals were held by various singers, both amateur
and professional, and audiences came to view and
hear illustrious visitors, like
Oscar Wilde, or lectures
from famous residents, like
the marine biologist
Alexander Agassiz, who
Photo courtesy of Newport Historical 5
lived and had his laboratory at Castle HilL As an example
of its varied offerings, a musical "tableaux" was held in
1895 to benefit Newport Hospital.
However, the theatre was to have a checkered career
over its long existence. Busy during the Gay Nineties, it
closed in 1904, being used only occasionally for special
events, such as a concert held for the benefit of the Newport Chapter of the American Red Cross in 1917. Then,
in 1927, a group of wealthy members of the summer
colony raised $50,000 to recondition the aging theatre
and leased it to a company that called itself the "Casino
Players," headed by a Lillian Barrett. They continued to
mount plays during the summer season until 1935, when
the ravages of the Depression forced the troupe to suspend operations due to low attendance. In 1937 they
were superseded by a group called the Actor-Managers,
who introduced a subscription season, putting on such
drawing room comedies as "French Without Tears," or
presenting Alexander Kirkland in "The Dramatist." But
the Actor-Managers were forced to fold in 1940 when
the principals failed to pay their rent.
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Though the theatre remained closed
during World War II, the idea of resuming a summer theatre season took
on new life in the immediate postwar
period. In the summer of 1947, Sara
Stamm initiated a program of wellknown popular plays, including "The
Glass Menagerie" and "Petrified Forest." In 1948, the Newport Casino took
the step of selling her the Casino Theatre, at a reputed $35.000, for a proposed drama academy. These were the
days of summer stock when aspiring
young actors and actresses were eager
to gain experience, at low or no pay,
by doing menial tasks or taking supporting roles in order to gain experience
and claim they had "worked with" some
well-known star. Sara Stamm was quite
successful in engaging prominent figures from stage and screen as headliners for her plays, such as Claire Luce in
"A Streetcar Named Desire" (1951). Or
Viveca Lindfors in "Bell, Book, and
:alSocletyCandle" and Billie Burke in "Life with
Mother" (both 1953). Sometimes a star alone was brought
in, witness "An Evening with Beatrice Lillie" (1952).
However this ended all too soon, for Stamm became ill in
1956 and had to relinquish management.
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In 1963, the Tennis Hall of Fame was able to buy back
the theatre with the help of a large gift from a wealthy
donor, promptly renaming it the Van Alen Casino Theatre and enabling it to continue giving performances for
a few more seasons. By 1978, these had ceased but the
Tennis Hall of Fame was able, with the help of a grant,
to institute renovation of its exterior as well as to undertake some restoration of the interior. The theatre was
then available for rental. One of the last live performances took place there in 1986; then, for a couple of
years, it was rented to a group called FLICKERS, which
used the premises to show art house films.
Now, the union of three different groups coming together
to restore and renovate the theatre holds out the promise that perhaps the Casino Theatre can return to its original function of offering a wide variety of offerings
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throughout the year and available to all residents. The
International Tennis Hall of Fame remains as owner,
stipulating 30 days of use for itself per year. Salve
Regina University proposes to be responsible for maintenance of the building in return for being able to use
it for its theatre program during the academic year. The
Stanford White Casino Theatre Company, a group of
local residents, will assist in the fundraising and planning for use by local cultural groups. When restored,
this 128-year-old theatre will be an architectural and
cultural gem that should enrich the lives of all of us.

7 NIGHTS @ 8 PM
IN 7 & 8, 2008
JULY

AUGUST

SUN:
JN:

VLAD Comedy Improv
in mime & movement

MON:

SIGNS OF INTELLIGENT
LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE

TUE:

IDA LEWIS:

A Visit with the Heroine
WED:

SHIRLEY VALENTINE

one woman's comic journey
THU:

THE BIT PLAYERS
comedy improv

FRI:

RORY RAVEN

mind reader & mentalist
SAT:

THE BIT PLAYERS

& @ 9:69 pm

The Naughty Bits
All seats $20/mention The Point to get $5 off
CALL FOR MULTI-TICKET DISCOUNTS
Visit www.firehousetheater.org for weekly specials

FIREHOUSE THEATER
4 Equality Park Place Just Off Broadway
401-849-FIRE (3473)
Air-conditioned & BYOB
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SPRING
MEMBERS
MEETING
Point Association members were
privileged this spring to have as
guest speakers Kate Leonard,
Ward 3 City Council Member,
and Ron Becker, Alliance for a
Livable Newport. The two
speakers engaged with the
audience in an illuminating and
fact-filled discussion of
Newport's troubled finances — a
"perfect storm" many years in
the making and with no easy
resolution in sight.
Photos by Peter Tea

Watterson Painting

MDB, LLC

www.wattersonpainting.com

C O N S T R U C T I O N
Expect perfection and get it

Historic restoration and preservation
Interior/exterior painting, multiple trim colors
Wallpapering, window glazing, expert plaster repair

Michael Dennis-Bale
2 Sunshinee Court, Newport, RI02840

Phone/Fax: (401) 847-1831

Since 19S9
Fully licensed and insured
Professional crew

START YOUR
OWN
SUCCESS
STORY...

From BETAMAX to BETACAM SP

TRY Two
WEEKS FREE 66 VALLEY ROAD
ATNAC
MlDDLETOWN
WITH THIS AD! 846-7723
newpor ta th leticclub
.com
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Contact: Brad Watterson
Telephone: 401.847.2942
Email: bradwatterson@cox.net
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We can put it on DVD ~ All digital formats too!

DVD CD Duplication
Edward A. Sherman III, President
11 Third Street • Newport, RI 02840
Tel: 401-847-3229 Email: vipnewportri(5)verizon.net

23 Years in Business 1984-2007 On the Point
SUMMER 2008

AN EMOTIONAL RIDE

THE GREEN LIGHT
BOOK IS HERE!

by Kay O'Brien
Destructive forces have caused havoc in many parts of
the globe — earthquakes, volcanoes, floods, tornadoes,
droughts, fires, hurricanes, cyclones, and terrorists. Instant pictures appear on TV, and maps acquaint us with
new names. These are the bad days.
Let's look for better sights and sounds nearby. How about
the first bird songs early in the morning, and the gray
days of early spring being replaced with the vivid color
of flowering trees and gardens. What a thrill for residents and visitors to our city to be overwhelmed by the
fields of bright yellow daffodils along America's Cup
Avenue. Seeing pictures of the devastation elsewhere,
makes us grateful for what we have. Find a quiet spot
where you feel safe and make a mental list of all you feel
grateful for. Pray our bridges all get repaired or replaced
before too many years.
Speaking of bridges, the Brooklyn Bridge is celebrating
a 125th anniversary this year. Our History and Archives
has a story with the bridge's ties to the Point.

The Green LJghf staff
is pleased to announce that our readers can now obtain
the anniversary book
by calling Isabel
1
i_ji
1t
Griffith (401 849
6444) or Andy
Lavarre (401 339
7189). The price is
and for those
who would like to have the book mailed to Newport
addresses or beyond, there is an additional fee of $3
to help defray postage costs.
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The book will soon be available to the general public at
various pkces throughout the city at a slightly higher cost.
We hope you enjoy it.

HONOR
TO OUR EDITOR

About "^
Home Care? LLC

Our Green Ught Editor, Alice Clemente, was honored by the US Environmental Protection Agency
at a ceremony on Earth Day in Boston. As reported in a Providence Journal article, May 4, 2008,
Alice and other volunteers for the Blackstone
River Watershed Council/Friends of the
Blackstone were honored for their efforts to restore the Blackstone River and install fish ladders, returning fish like shad, absent for 215 years.
"Countless volunteer hours were spent in monitoring the water quality of the Blackstone River"
and cleaning up the river from Pawtucket to
Woonsocket.

.4 proud member of The Senior's Choice*

*
ni

"...bringing care &
assistance home to you "

Newport County's 2007
'Women's Owned Business of the Year"
Companionship
Errands

Laundry • Meals
Transportation

We can help you stay at home
N o n - m e d i c a l • I n - h o m e care
24 Hours, 7 Days, Insured & Bonded

For a Free
In-Home Assessment

401-846-0727
Newport, RI

Congratulations for a great volunteer effort,
Alice.

www.allafoouthomecareinri.com
Serving Aquidneck Island & Surrounding Communities -
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HARBOR HOUSE MYSTERY
by Liz Mathinos
Can you solve this mystery? There is a question whether
the original Auchincloss house was razed because of
these words recorded on September 27, 1905 in a land
evidence deed, page 371:

We deliver pure
goodtas
> Free Home/Office Delivery
+ No Contract/No Minimum Required Purchase

"Reserving to the grantor and to William H. Manuel
the purchaser from him the right to remove the house
together with its foundation thereof standing on the
aforegranted premises on or before November 1,1905."
Early pictures of the Auchincloss House look very different from the present Harbor House. But then, two
major hurricanes in 1938 and 1954 could have wreaked
havoc and caused changes to the fafade of the
Auchincloss part of the Cenacle complex. We do know
that the church steeple came down, but when and why
needs to be determined. Over the years, there have
been comments about the original heating system being a hundred years old when a new system was installed in the '90s. Most recently, work on the foundation showed a very old foundation — the original?
So mystery buff, put on your research bonnet and solve
this mystery for us!

Susan Genett's

•»• Convenient Sizes from Half Liter to 5 Gallons
* Wide Selection of No Spill Water Coolers
(no spill, no splash)
•»• Office Coffee Service

*. •«

401-846-0916
to 800-548-2888
'rystal Spring Water Company — Middletown, Rhode Island

www.crystalspring.net

PET CARE
A. Helping Hand
• Pet Sitting
• Dog Walking
• Stay Overs, etc.
Call401-.841.0705
References • Point Resident

• Worldwide Delivery Routing
• Regatta & Distance Race Strategy
• Forecast Services for Film Productions
• Free, Local Bay Forecast in Summer

,,

weather

YOUR CUSTOM
FORECAST RESOURCE
Contact: Susan Genett
Chief Meteorologist and Point Resident
Newport based weather forecast service since 1999

WWW.REALWX.COM

359 Thames St, Ste 9 Box 1397 Newport RI
[1 401.841.0287
[3 forecast@realwx.com
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REMINDER:

From Page 8

The first radical transformation of the island began in
1881 when it was ceded to the State, which, in turn,
ceded it to the U.S. Government for use as the nation's
first shore-based Naval Training Station. In 1883 the
Training Station was opened and placed under the command of Commodore Stephen B. Luce. He used the old
Asylum to house his projected Naval War College, whose
first class came together in 1885. Residents of the Asylum were moved to a new home on Broadway. In the
connection, an article appeared in the New York Times in
April of 1886, noting with some dismay how the naval
authorities had treated gravestones used to mark the
graves of the poor, who had died while at the Asylum.
They "caused these stones to be taken up, laid upon the
graves, and sodded over. An explanation of this [seems]
to be that the gravestones were not pleasant to look upon
as people passed back and forth. Of course nothing can
be done in the matter, but a few of the old Newporters
who have heard of it, and who regard the paupers' grave
as sacredly as the last resting place of any citizen, feel
that the naval authorities should have allowed these
stones to remain undisturbed."
A new imposing building for the War College, now known
as Luce Hall, was erected in 1892. Founders Hall, the
former War College and Asylum, served the navy as an
Administration Building for many years, and then as Headquarters of the Commanding Officer of the U.S. Naval
Station and his staff. In 1978 the Naval War College Museum was established in this edifice and its outstanding
exhibit was the cause of this brief journey back in time.
The old Asylum, War College, Founders Hall, Museum
building was named a Historic Landmark in 1965.
WORKS CONSULTED
Baker, Joe. "Then and Now: Naval War College."
Neiiport Daily News, 6 March 2008.

BOOKMOBILE AT HARBOR HOUSE
WEDNESDAY
BETWEEN 3:35 and 3:55.

Harbor House resident Shirley Orr with Kelly McKenna the
Bookmobile driver. Photo by Helen Byrne.

The Point Association has established a Web
site at www.thepointassociation.org.
In the future, all issues of The Green Light will
be posted on the Web site for current members
to view. If you wish to access the most current
edition, please forward your email address to
jack@thepointassociation.org
in order to receive a password to the
publications section of the site.

"Disturbing Gravestones: Action of the Naval Authorities at Coasters'
Harbor Island." New York Times, 4 April 1886.
Pannagio, Leonard. "Grist Mill: War College edifice had humble origins as
asylum for the poor." Newport Daily News, 17-28 Jan. 2007: A4.
Rommel, Herb. "Coasters Harbor Island - 1880." The Green Light, Feb.
1986: 15.

Jack

Maytum

L.C.S. "Coasters Harbour Island." The Green Light, Oct. 1962.
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THE POINT READERS:
A Report

THE GREEN LIGHT

by Suzanne Varisco

by Suzanne Varisco

Summertime Paperback heading

With the Summer 2008 issue of the Green Light, the
"Book Light" column begins its third year. During our
first two years, we had two goals.
The first was to contribute a column about books to our
newsletter, for the enjoyment of Point Association members who read the Green Light. Our second goal was more
social: to add an event to the Point Association's shrinking social calendar—specifically, gathering Point book
lovers together to talk about books.
Initially, our first few gatherings attracted small numbers of three-to-five neighbors. Gradually, we welcomed a few more. To date, we have met 14 times—
mostly in one another's homes, twice at Harbor
House—with a grand total of 21 people joining us. A
few have attended only once; most have attended from
four-to-eight times. Three discussion groups numbered
10 readers; the rest, fewer. Most attendees have usually completed reading the book to be discussed.
We've read a few really great books, lots of pretty good
ones, and (in the opinion of some) a couple of clinkers. Every book, however, has had its fans; discussions of all have been very enjoyable; and we have
usually stayed on topic. But even when we've strayed,
those personal anecdotes—more or less connected—
have helped us to get better acquainted with one another. In sum, a good time (refreshments included) has
been had by all.
As we regroup in the fall, following our second summer hiatus, we encourage all Green Light readers to consider dropping in to join us. And bring a friend! We are
always in need of hostesses and suggestions for good
books, as well as friendly neighbors who enjoy sharing
thoughts about them. We do not have a membership
list, our gatherings are informal and unstructured, and
newcomers are always welcome.

Once again, we offer a list of recent and not-so-recent titles
for your summertime reading pleasure. Look for our paired
book descriptions and reading discussion times and places,
when we return, in the Fall 2008 issue of the Green Light.
Newer Nonfiction
Mildred Armstrong Kalish, Little Heathens: Hard Times and
High Spirits on an Iowa Farm During the Great Depression
David Levitin, This Is Your Brain on Music:
The Science of a Human Obsession
Nancy Pearl, (3 choices): Book Lust; More Book Lust;
and Book Crush for Kids and Teens
Michael Pollan, The Qmnivore's Dilemma:
A. Natural History of Your Meals
Samantha Power, Chasing the Flame: Sergio Vieira de Mello
and the Fight To Save the World
Janet Wallach, Desert Queen: The Extraordinary Life of Gertrude Bell
Newer Fiction
Kate Atkinson, One Good Turn
Peter Behrens, The Law of Dreams
Christopher Buckley, doomsday
Anne Enright, The Gathering
Masha Hamilton, The Camel bookmobile
Cormac McCarthy, The Raad
Joyce Carol Gates, The Gravedigger's Daughter
Richard Powers, The Echo Maker
Richard Russo, Empire Falls
Jane Smiley, Ten Days in the Hills
Gail Tsukiyama, Women of the Silk
Dana Vachon, Mergers and Acquisitions
Perennial Favorites
Harriette Arnow, The Dottmaker
Joanne Greenberg, In This Sign
Chaim Potok, The Chosen
Sigrid Undset, Kristin Lavransdatter: A. Trilogy
Dorothy West, The

Laundry • Dry Cleaning • Shirt Service
Linen Supply • Tailoring • Suedes & Leathers

Have a great summer, and we hope to seeyou in the fall.
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Bill Del Nero
Cleaners & Laundry, Inc.
11 Farewell St
Newport
847-6800

3001 East Main Rd
Portsmouth
682-2220

17 Narragansett Ave
Jamestown
423-1142
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MISSING
COVER FROM POT LUCK

WATERFRONT NEWS

PLEASE RETURN
TO HARBOR HOUSE OFFICE
1 Vz QUART PYREX GLASS COVER,
TAKEN BY MISTAKE
AT POT LUCK SUPPER
COVER THAT WAS LEFT
IS NOT THE RIGHT SIZE
FOR MY CASSEROLE!

At a recent Friends of the Waterfront Board Meeting,
Scott Wheeler gave a status update on Van Zandt Pier.
The Department of Environmental Management cut
the amount of money, so there is one piece left to do
on the concrete t-section.

by Liz Mathinos

The Jack Martin Park area will be cleaned up and a
tree will be pknted to replace the one that was burned
in the fire.
The Poplar Street driftway is in the CIP. Deterioration is evident, and the city is looking for an affordable option to repair it. Some funds are available.

AD RATES: 4 issues
1/8 page... $75/yr
1/4page... $125/yr
Call Miles-848-0518

Jim Perrier and Dave Wrxted, Friends of the Waterfront, have been working with Scott Wheeler and his
crew to place Harbor Walk signs along the public areas of the waterfront from Van Zandt Pier to King
Park. The next phase is to meet with private wharf
owners, like Paul O'Reilly of the Newport Yachting
Center and Terry Nolan of IYRS, and to discuss placement of the signs at public access points along the
private wharves. Observing the enthusiasm for Harbor Walk is very satisfying after working on the project
for so many years.

STATE REP OFFICE HOURS
State Representative Steve Coaty has weekly
constituent "office hours" at the Newport Public
library, every Monday evening,
5:30-7:00 p.m. in the library's meeting room.

DUNCAN
DESIGNS
19 Caleb Earl Street
Newport
T: 846-0294
F: 846-3317
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MUSIC
Singing Lessons (on the Point)
~ all levels welcome ~

Music for Private Parties
ans Special Events

77 Dr. MaijoVs Whe^dand Bliy .
Newport, RIJ02840 \E STRICKMAN

The Green Light

401-848-2570
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from Page 11

bilities in every respect, which doubtless also explains
why he has been where he has been for a good long
time. He has always lived in Newport and it is quite
fitting and symbolic that he lives next door to the house
where he arrived as a newborn and learned to walk
and then run.

eral times a month. Sunday afternoon musical events
and unique book clubs such as Mr. William Shakespeare's
fans, biography and poetry groups present an opportunity to whet a variety of appetites. A monthly calendar
of events can be picked up at the library for your bulletin board, so you will have no excuse to say you didn't
know what was going on. Remember TEMPUS FUGIT.

Colon

ravel
Incorporated

colonial_t±avel@hotmail. com
T: 401.849.6433 ~ F: 401.849.7503
800.887.4680

Rich &. Patricia
Carmbba

REAL ESTATE
On the Point
and throughout
Newport County

Call us at

401-480-9624
Visit us at
NewportCountyHornes .corn

Prudential
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Nina Lynette
A Boarding House for elderly
, Ladies and Gentlemen
since 1905
Private rooms, meals, and
housekeeping services
A staff of friendly professionals
Situated on the Point in Newport
overlooking Narragansett Bay
Please call for
additional information.
Your inquiries
regarding rates and
availability are always
welcome.

401-847-2674
SUMMER 2008

THE SECOND BAPTIST
CHURCH IN NEWPORT
by Tom Kennedy
The Second Baptist Church was organized in 1656 by a
group of dissidents from the First Baptist Church of John
Clarke. In 1697 the congregation built its first meetinghouse on what is now Farewell Street. The meetinghouse
was enlarged and repaired several times over the years
until a new, large Gothic church was built on the corner
of North Baptist and Farewell Streets in 1835. This building was a wooden structure sheathed in clapboard and
could seat 1000 people. In 1906, when the Second Baptist Church and the Central Baptist Church consolidated
their congregations, the Gothic structure was razed.
The drawing of the church (undated) must depict the building in its original
form. The photograph (also undated) is from the Nenport Historical Society
collection and shows the church and Farewell Street. The top of the church
tower appears to be missing.
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SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
(Farewell Street}
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at which time it underwent
extensive restoration. In the
latter part of the 18th century
it was owned by James
Gardner, a goldsmith.
Gardner's heirs sold it to the
Dunham family who owned
it until 1871. During the
1960s restoration, for reasons
unknown, all the original
panes of glass were removed
from the windows and never
replaced. Also, the beehive
oven in the kitchen area was
sacrificed so that all the electrical wiring and plumbing
pipes to the second floor
could be enclosed.

~PromI'age6

century owner. They found that
the house was sold first by Joseph
Stevens in 1750. The assumption
is that the house was built before
that date by a member of the
stone-cutting family. It was owned
for a time in the 18th century by a
minor sea captain who did up the
front parlor, added new cornice
moldings and built a new fireplace
surround about 1790. Of the
many owners, the most significant
was an African American man
who was a fine and successful interior painter. He built the building at the rear of the now existing
garden with terra cotta blocks in
1919. The building incorporated
the paint shop, storeroom and
workroom. There was also a three
room apartment for rental purposes. The family lived in the big house. The man
founded a bank for the African American community
with several other men and became an owner of properties including the King's Arms which is just behind
3 Bridge Street on Cross Street. If you read Richard
Vaughan's African Americans in Newport., you will read
the story of Mr. Armisted Hurley. Finally, the most
amazing story of the house is one of a woman in the
mid-1800s who would deliver anything on her rounds
on her horse for a penny. Thus the house now bears
the name Penny Post House.

The house is supposed to be
haunted by the original
owner, the captain. Apparently he delights in benign antics some of which are described in Haunted Newport by
Eleyne Austen Sharp. The present owner described an
incident when she awakened in the middle of the night
to see the bedroom clock moving in a counter clockwise
direction. The next morning, all was apparently well with
the clock, but it was a good half hour slow, indicating it
was still trying to make up time from the night's antics.
Enjoy your trip to the outer edge of the Point neighborhood and try to imagine the community of shipwrights,
stone cutters, lace makers, painters that made up this
busy harbor on the Cove.

Continue down Bridge and you will see 23 Bridge
Street. The little gambrel-roofed house was initially
29 Bridge Street. The house is believed to have been
built around 1750 by shipwrights. (Indeed, the eastern
portion of Bridge Street was formerly Shipwright
Street.) All the beams used in the construction of the
house are solid and have been taken from ships. The
house was moved twice. It originally stood on the sidewalk line of Bridge Street immediately west of 25
Bridge (the Peter Simon House) and was moved back
when 31 Bridge (the Freeborn House) was moved
there. It was moved to its present location around I960,
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OUR NOSTALGIC MOMENT

An old-time summer market on the Point.
Photo from the Green Ugbt archives.

The Point Association Membership Form
Please make check payable to The Point Association and mail with form to PO Box 491,
Newport, RI 02840. A subscription to The Green Light is included with all memberships.
Individual $10

_Famity $15

_Subscriber $25

_Patron $40

Name:
Phone:

Email:

Mailing Address:
COMMITTEES AND ACTIVITIES
Your participation is welcome. Please check the categories for volunteering.
G Beautification

G Waterfront

G Event Planning

G History and Archives

2008 SUMMER

Q Green Light

G Plant Sale

G Activities for children

The Green Light

G Membership
G Communications
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SAVE THE DATES
V^

SECRET GARDEN TOURS - Friday-Sunday, June 20-22
POINT ASSOCIATION PICNIC - Tuesday, June 17, 6:00 pm
62 Washington Street
MEMBERS' COCKTAIL PARTY - Thursday August 21, 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Villa Marina ~ 72 Washington Street

THE GREEN LIGHT
The Point Association
P.O. Box 491
Newport, RI02840

